
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MEDIA ALERT 

TO    : ALL MEDIA 

DATE    : 01 September 2014 

ATTENTION   : NEWS EDITORS/REPORTERS AND PR WIRE 

MEC MCHUNU CALLS FOR CALM AND RESTRAINT IN EKUTHULENI, MELMOTH 

KWAZULU-Natal MEC for Transport, Community Safety and Liaison, Willies Mchunu, has 

learnt with concerns and shocks at the incidents of arson and vandalism in eKuthuleni, 

Melmoth, where three houses and a vehicle were set on fire in what appears to be a conflict 

over land. 

Three houses belonging to Mnyandu family and a van at Nxumalo homestead were set on 

fire, allegedly by the angry members of the community. 

It is alleged that the community is accusing the Mnyandu family of delaying development in 

the area but allegedly claiming that the land to be developed belonged to their family and it 

(this family) should be paid before any development takes place in the area. 

After the burning of houses, some members of the community were arrested, triggering an 

angry response from the community who started barricading the R66 demanding that those 

who have been arrested be released. Police are on the scene. 

Today (Monday, 1 September 2014), Mchunu condemned this incident and called on the 

locals to observe restraint and rather set up a dialogue to resolve this matter. 

“Once again, we have to point out that while community members have a right to 

protest but they should do so peacefully. Committing acts of criminality such as 

burning of other people’s homes and barricading of the road is totally unacceptable. 

“We urge that the leaders of the protesters should work towards having a meaningful 

dialogue to resolve the current impasse before the situation totally gets out of hand,” 

said Mchunu. 

Police and departmental teams are already deployed in eKuthuleni with a view of keeping 

order and facilitating talks to end this conflict. 



“We have to do all we can to resolve this matter as soon as possible. In our view, the 

solution lies with the holding of a dialogue so that the parties in conflict could begin 

to work towards finding each other,” said Mchunu. 
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